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Abstract

Many consumer speech recognition systems are not tuned
for people with speech disabilities, resulting in poor recognition
and user experience, especially for severe speech differences.
Recent studies have emphasized interest in personalized speech
models from people with atypical speech patterns. We propose
a query-by-example-based personalized phrase recognition sys-
tem that is trained using small amounts of speech, is language
agnostic, does not assume a traditional pronunciation lexicon,
and generalizes well across speech difference severities. On an
internal dataset collected from 32 people with dysarthria, this
approach works regardless of severity and shows a 60% im-
provement in recall relative to a commercial speech recognition
system. On the public EasyCall dataset of dysarthric speech,
our approach improves accuracy by 30.5%. Performance de-
grades as the number of phrases increases, but consistently out-
performs ASR systems when trained with 50 unique phrases.
Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, speech dysarthria

1. Introduction
Many people with speech disabilities, such as dysarthria, stut-
tering, or dysphonia, have shown interest in speech technol-
ogy, but poor automatic speech recognition (ASR) in consumer
products has limited adoption, especially for people with severe
speech differences [1, 2, 3]. In this work we focus on dysarthria,
which is characterised by unclear speech due to weakness or
limited control of articulatory movement that may arise devel-
opmentally (e.g., due to cerebral palsy or Down syndrome) or
may be acquired (e.g., due to ALS, brain injury, or MS) [2]. For
people with dysarthria, pronunciations vary person-to-person,
where some may not enunciate certain sounds or may have dis-
torted vocalizations relative to other parts of the general popu-
lation. Since general-purpose ASR systems commonly assume
that words are broken into sub-units (phones or sub-words) that
are pronounced similarly across individuals, divergence from
those pronunciations tend to significantly reduce accuracy.

Recent efforts on dysarthric speech recognition focused on
personalized or tuned ASR models (e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]),
which leverage large proprietary or non-commercial datasets of
atypical speech (e.g., Project Euphonia [1]; UASpeech [11];
AphasiaBank [12]). In this work, we take a more pragmatic ap-
proach that does not require vast quantities of data, yet enables
people with severe speech differences to train phrase recogni-
tion models for applications where only a constrained set of
phrases is needed.

*These authors contributed equally to this work

Our approach, Latent Phrase Matching (LPM), builds on re-
cent efforts on personalized keyword spotting (KWS) [13, 14,
15] and query-by-example (QBE) [16, 17, 18, 19] to recognize
an arbitrary number of phrases of arbitrary duration. Using a
small set of speech samples, we create a model per-phrase us-
ing latent embeddings from a large-scale keyword spotter that
is agnostic to phonetic content or prosody. At run-time, new
vocalizations are compared to enrolled phrases using a dynamic
time warping metric that is flexible to variations in speaking rate
and style.

We assess our approach, along with a commercial ASR
system that is tuned for the general public, on two datasets.
First, we use an internal collection of English speech from 32
people with dysarthria, collected across multiple sessions and
times of day with the goal of capturing variability in an individ-
ual’s speech characteristics. Second, we use the EasyCall [20]
dataset of Italian speech from 31 people with dysarthria. In con-
trast to other public dysarthria datasets (e.g., Torgo [21]), both
evaluation datasets include recordings from each individual of
tens of unique phrases at least five times each.

Our contributions are as follows. We validate existing re-
search on atypical speech (e.g., [1]) by demonstrating large dif-
ferences in ASR performance for people with varying speech
disabilities. We propose a speech embedding model that en-
codes dysarthric speech patterns better than existing models and
pair it with a query-by-example framework for phrase recog-
nition. We validate the approach on two datasets totalling 63
people with dysarthria across two languages and demonstrate
that phrase recognition performance is much higher for people
with severe dysarthria than traditional ASR systems. Further-
more, we discuss additional design decisions to consider when
collecting dysarthric speech data and developing and validating
dysarthric phrase recognition systems.

2. Methods
Our LPM method uses a QBE approach that consists of a speech
embedding model that is optimized for supervised word recog-
nition to create a model per-phrase, and a similarity metric to
compare phrases using dynamic time warping (DTW) [22] on
latent feature representations. In comparison to [23] who com-
putes DTW directly on mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients
(MFCCs), our approach, like more recent approaches [24], uses
neural networks for feature learning, such that generally rele-
vant but complex speech patterns can be extracted for open-
vocabulary keyword modeling. Instaed of relying on phone-
based approaches as in [17, 18], our speech embedding model
is designed to encode word- and phrase-like attributes. This is
because dysarthric speech characteristics may vary with time
and can lead to inconsistency in the predicted phones of a given
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Figure 1: (a) Overview of phrase enrollment and inference using a Query-by-Example approach. (b) Architecture and training design
details of the speech embedding model.

phrase and subsequently poor phrase recognition performance.
Additionally, our approach does not require any training of
model parameters when a new phrase is onboarded, unlike the
supervised approaches proposed in [14, 16].

2.1. Latent Phrase Matching (LPM)

At training time, a user enrolls a phrase by speaking each phrase
at least twice and a model is built per-phrase using a speech em-
bedding model. The model for each phrase is parameterized by
tuple pi =

(
Zi, yi, τi

)
for index i ∈ {1...P} where Zi is a

latent phrase representation, yi is a phrase label, τi is a within-
phrase detection threshold, and P is the number of enrolled
phrases. At run-time, candidate phrase segments are extracted
from audio and compared to each enrolled phrase using DTW.
If a spoken phrase is sufficiently similar to an enrolled phrase,
that phrase is detected, otherwise it is classified as an out of do-
main utterance. The enrollment and inference algorithms are
depicted in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Phrase Representation

We posit that a phrase representation for dysarthric speech
should have the following properties: (1) it encodes local word-
like structure that supports phrases constructed from an un-
bounded vocabulary, but embeddings for two people saying the
same word need not be similar; (2) it encodes global structure
such as sequencing of word-like information, but acknowledge
that the cadence or vocal quality may vary throughout the day or
as speech characteristics change; (3) the embeddings are com-
pact such that the model does not overfit to spurious correlations
from a small number of training examples; (4) lastly, the speech
embeddings are robust to background noise or acoustic changes
in the environment.

We satisfy (1) and (3) by constructing a sufficiently
large vocabulary keyword detection model and using low-
dimensional word-like intermediate embeddings. We satisfy (2)
by computing embeddings at a frame rate of 100 Hz and stor-
ing as templates to use with DTW to compute phrase similari-
ties that are invariant to signal shifting and scaling in time. For
(4), our keyword spotting model is trained by mixing copious

amounts of background noise randomly with speech such that
the learned speech representations are implicitly denoised.

Our keyword model in Figure 1(b) is a ResNet-style tem-
poral convolutional network designed using many recent best
practices for large-scale CNN training [25] and is trained on
subsets of the Multilingual Spoken Words Corpus (MSWC)
[26]. The input to this model is 64-dimensional log melspec-
trograms with a frame rate of 100 Hz. The output is per-
frame keyword predictions at 100 Hz for 300 common En-
glish words plus an extra label for speech activity detection.1

The architecture consists of six blocks of dilated convolutions
with the pattern Conv1D(k=5, d=i+1), LeakyReLU,
Conv1D(k=1), LeakyReLU for the i-th block where k is
kernel size, d is dilation rate, and the receptive field is 850 ms.
Each block has a residual connection, weight norm [27] in con-
volutional layers, and dropout during training. Fully connected
layers are used to project the latent features to the desired output
dimensions and the final block has a sigmoid activation which
is compatible with the Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss func-
tion. We use a BCE loss per frame where at most one of the
possible words in our vocabulary is active. For training pur-
poses, we concatenate MSWC clips together so each batch is of
the form [sil] [word] [sil] [word] [sil] ...,
where start and stop times for each word are estimated using
the MSWC annotations. To improve robustness, we randomly
added background sounds to audio clips.

For our phrase representations we use intermediate embed-
dings,2 where given an audio clip with t spectral frames, the
output is an embedding matrix Zi also with length t frames
and with height f = 128. The speech activity detector label
is used to truncate silence at the beginning and end of a clip.
The speech activity detector is applied at both enrollment and
evaluation such that periods of predicted speech absence are not

1300 words chosen from MSWC that had at least 1000 instances and
various lengths from 3 to 11 letters. For early experiments we trained
models with different languages, including German and Italian but re-
sults were similar to English-only regardless of the testing language.

2The specific embedding layer was determined based on early ex-
perimentation using EasyCall and was not changed for use with our
internal dataset.
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considered in the similarity computation.

2.1.2. Phrase Similarity

During enrollment of the i-th phrase within P , we compute the
pair-wise similarity between all phrases using DTW to deter-
mine a within-phrase threshold τi by

τi = α ·
(

max
j∈{1...P}
yi=yj ,i ̸=j

DTW(Zi, Zj)
)
, (1)

where α is a tuneable constant (e.g., α = 1.25). The purpose
of τi is to reject phrases that are not part of the enrolled set
(e.g., read or conversational speech). When α = ∞ this de-
tector becomes a phrase classification model. The choice of α
is determined by the desired trade-off between recall and preci-
sion. At run-time, if the computed DTW score is lower than any
within-phrase threshold, then yj is the detected phrase, where
j indicates the j-th phrase with the lowest score, otherwise no
phrase was detected.

3. Data
3.1. Internal Collection

To validate our approach, we collected audio recordings from
32 participants with varying severity of dysarthria who iden-
tified as having a motor-speech disability. The data collec-
tion spanned five sessions across multiple days to observe how
speech characteristics differed over time. In each session, a
participant repeated phrases five times each with a microphone
placed firstly close to their body and then farther on a table in
front of them. In total, there were 50 unique commonly spoken
phrases like “Scroll up” or “Go to the home screen”. Addition-
ally, participants read paragraph-long passages and spoke about
two topics freely. A Speech-Language Pathologist (SLP) lis-
tened to and graded the data to assess intelligibility and severity
according to the Dysarthria Rating of Severity scale [28] which
ranges from 1-5 (1: no detectable speech disorder, 2: obvious
speech disorder with intelligible speech, 3: reduction in intelli-
gibility 4: severe dysarthria with significant reduction in intel-
ligibility, and 5: minimal to no speech production). Our dataset
only contains participants who have been graded 2-4, so in this
work, we refer to 2 as mild, 3 as moderate, and 4 as severe.

3.2. EasyCall Dataset

We also use the EasyCall dataset [20] which contains recordings
from 31 participants with dysathria and 25 without dysathria.
Each participant vocalized in Italian 20 phrases and 46 words
repeated over 2 to 8 sessions. For each participant, we only
evaluated on phrases that had at least three repetitions across
sessions. We found many clips were incorrectly truncated or
had significant background speech from a non-participant and
excluded these from our experiments as part of a QA process;
in total we used 18411 of 21386 (86%) audio clips.3

4. Results
In our experiments, we use the Apple Speech Framework [29]
as a baseline ASR system and define P as all the phrases within
our dataset. The WER of the ASR on our internal dataset is sig-
nificantly correlated with dysarthria severity as seen in Figure
2, and verifies that ASR does not fully support moderate-severe

3Please email the corresponding authors for specific filenames.

Figure 2: Per-participant Word Error Rates (WERs) of a con-
sumer ASR model on our internal dataset. Severity is graded by
an SLP using the Yorkston dysarthria scale. Significant Spear-
man’s rank correlation (r(30) = 0.76, p < .001) support ASR
performance degrades as dysarthria severity increases.

dysarthria. The average WERs on EasyCall phrases is 53.4%
for people with dysarthria and and 8.7% for the control group.

4.1. Phrase Recognition Benchmark

For each phrase within P , a model is trained with utterances
recorded within the same recording session and evaluated on
utterances exclusive to the training session. We evaluate for
both in-domain and out-of-domain scenarios. In-domain ex-
periments consider only spoken utterances within P and eval-
uate phrase recognition using canonical classification metrics
like recall and precision [30]. We report the in-domain perfor-
mance metrics in Table 1 based on 5 repeated trials. We observe
that phrase recognition performance generally decreases with
severity, however the disparity in performance is much higher
for the ASR. LPM has significantly better recognition perfor-
mance for severe and moderate speech dysarthria. We also eval-
uate for false detection rate (FDR) where FDR is defined as
the frequency aggressor speech is falsely detected as one of the
phrases within P . The aggressor speech used comes from the
read passages and are exclusive to P . The FDRs for the ASR
and LPM are respectively 0.0 and 0.34±0.22. ASR has a low
FDR since it is able to detect a larger vocabulary of words to
discern between aggressor speech and enrolled phrases.

To quantify variability in phrase recognition performance
arising from microphone placement and utterances recorded on
the same day as training versus a different day, we report on the
average per-participant accuracies for phrases recorded near or
farther during the same session as training or on sessions from
other days in Table 2. We observe that performance variability
arose due to microphone placement and when recordings were
made on a different day. Accuracies are typically the highest for
conditions most similar to the training session. For moderate to
severe, we observed performance degrades when the recording
was made with the microphone placed farther or on a different
day than the training session.

4.2. Ablation studies

4.2.1. EasyCall Experiments

We benchmark our approach on the EasyCall dataset against
the ASR baseline where a phrase is considered to be correct
if the ASR can verbatim recognize the onboarded phrase. Re-
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of per-participant phrase
detection metrics of baseline ASR system (ASR) and proposed
LPM for 50 enrolled phrases.

Models Severity Accuracy Precision Recall

ASR
mild 0.78±0.13 0.92±0.07 0.73±0.14
moderate 0.44±0.23 0.67±0.26 0.40±0.23
severe 0.02±0.01 0.07±0.05 0.02±0.01
all 0.54±0.30 0.71±0.31 0.50±0.29

LPM
mild 0.84±0.04 0.87±0.04 0.84±0.04
moderate 0.78±0.15 0.80±0.14 0.78±0.14
severe 0.70±0.16 0.73±0.18 0.70±0.17
all 0.80±0.12 0.82±0.12 0.80±0.12

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of per-participant phrase
detection accuracy conditioned on utterances recorded within
the same or exclusive to training sessions.

Models Severity Same (near) Same (far) Other

ASR
mild 0.80±0.18 0.81±0.18 0.80±0.18
moderate 0.52±0.25 0.45±0.25 0.46±0.25
severe 0.00±0.01 0.01±0.01 0.02±0.01

LPM
mild 0.76±0.29 0.76±0.19 0.75±0.17
moderate 0.88±0.09 0.79±0.23 0.81±0.13
severe 0.94±0.10 0.80±0.22 0.68±0.25

sults are shown in Table 3. In addition, we compare against a
baseline using melspectrogram features as the phrase represen-
tation. In general, longer phrases, which tend to have a richer
latent structure, perform better across approaches. The DTW-
based approaches perform significantly better than the ASR
baseline, especially for dysathric phrases where LPM accuracy
is 30.5% higher than ASR. Based on qualitative analysis, the
Spectral DTW baseline appears to overfit to environment con-
ditions and variation in articulation much more than the KWS-
DTW approach. We also compared our embedding model to
a Conformer-based ASR encoder [31] using ESPNet [32] that
was trained on Librispeech, which yields very similar results
to our KWS embeddings, albeit at much higher computational
cost.4

4.2.2. Varying number of phrases

To investigate the sensitivity of LPM to the number of unique
enrolled phrases, denoted by n, the experiment in Section 4.1
was repeated with various values of n ∈ [5, 10, 20, 30, 49].
For n=5 we ran 10 trials and for other values of n we ran 5
trials. The distribution of the averaged per-participant metrics
are plotted in Figure 3. The ASR does not rely on the training
phrases and thus is independent of n. For moderate and severe,
LPM performance degrades as n increases. This is represented
by the points outside of the interquartile ranges in Figure 3. Fu-
ture work should look at improving robustness for participants
with these speech patterns.

4.2.3. Varying Signal-to-Noise Ratios

To investigate the influence of common household noises on de-
tection performance, we contrived scenarios where the phrases

4Results not shown due to space limitations.

Table 3: Phrase recognition accuracy on the EasyCall dataset
with a baseline ASR system and variants of LPM using spectral
features or KWS embeddings within the phrase representation.

Data Subset ASR LPMSpec LPMKWS

Control (word) 0.85±0.04 0.79±0.15 0.84±0.12
Control (phrase) 0.87±0.07 0.90±0.11 0.95±0.09
Dysarthria (word) 0.55±0.20 0.61±0.21 0.65±0.20
Dysarthria (phrase) 0.63±0.26 0.72±0.21 0.82±0.16

Figure 3: Distribution of average per-participant accuracy of
the baseline ASR system and LPM for varying number of en-
rolled phrases.

for evaluation were augmented with background sounds at dif-
ferent signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The recognition perfor-
mances are shown in Table 4 where we observe degradation of
recognition performance as SNR decreases for all approaches.
The degradation also seems to be magnified with dysarthria
severity. Regardless of the level of environmental noise, we
observe that LPM exhibits less model bias than the ASR and
could conduce to a more inclusive phrase recognition system
than an ASR-based approach.

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of Precision of the base-
line ASR and LPM in presence of additive background noise
contrived synthetically with recorded household sounds.

Models Severity 5 dB 20 dB ∆

ASR
mild 0.87±0.12 0.95±0.04 0.08
moderate 0.42±0.30 0.59±0.31 0.17
severe 0.04±0.02 0.04±0.02 0.00

LPM
mild 0.72±0.07 0.85±0.04 0.13
moderate 0.64±0.06 0.79±0.07 0.15
severe 0.57±0.10 0.73±0.07 0.16

5. Conclusions
In this work we propose a personalized phrase recognition al-
gorithm using query by example on latent representations of
speech. We conducted a novel data collection that accounts
for speech variability for people with varying severities of
dysarthria and used the collected data to benchmark our ap-
proach with a state-of-the-art ASR system. Experimental re-
sults show evidence that our approach exhibits less model bias
than using ASR for phrase recognition and potentially enables
people with moderate and severe dysarthria to use speech tech-
nology. Additionally, we conducted several ablation studies to
quantify the sensitivity of performance due to the design choice
of speech representations, level of environmental noise, and
number of phrases supported for phrase recognition.
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